AMERICAN SONGWRITING AWARDS 2015 WINNERS OF PAT
Featured songs by winners of the Great American Song Contest, an annual GASC Judges reviewed songs by more
than songwriters from around the world. . Patrick Nagel "The Peregrin" Ukiah CA) website . Finalists from

Kopecky Family Band. The motel became the title of this memorable song that not only has charmed the
world but has also led to the explosion of Joy's career. With very little promotion from Chrysalis, Gravity's
Rainbow failed to have the same commercial success as Benatar's previous works. Later that evening, she
went onstage at Catch a Rising Star still in costume. According to SoundScan , the album sold close to 65,
copies. She headlined New York City's Tramps nightclub for four days in the spring of , where her
performance was heard by representatives from several record companies. Personal life[ edit ] Pat Benatar
married her high school sweetheart Dennis Benatar at the age of 19 in Benatar trained as a coloratura with
plans to attend the Juilliard School , but decided instead to pursue health education at the State University of
New York at Stony Brook. In Canada, the album peaked at 21 on the album charts. The tour for this album
was only seven dates, cut short because of the pregnancy. Since then, Drew has collaborated with, and had
songs recorded by artists like India. It is currently available in a two-in-one release with True Love import.
The period also yielded Benatar's first and only single until her eventual single taken from the album 'In the
Heat of the Night' on Chrysalis Records : "Day Gig" , Trace Records, written and produced by Coxon's Army
band leader Phil Coxon and locally released in Richmond. One of eleven speakers on the subject of One Life,
Judy delivered a passionate speech on the benefits of teaching children at an early age the skill of songwriting.
They have two daughters [24] and live in Los Angeles , California. In Pat moved to Manhattan to concentrate
on songwriting and in he formed a Duo with renowned guitarist Artie Traum, recording a well-received album
of original material for Rounder Records. The song is being called an instant classic by both critics and fans
across the world, launching Joy's career with sold-out tours, worldwide chart success, and critical acclaim. In
Canada the album peaked at 44 on the albums sale charts. In Canada it was certified double platinum and
peaked at number 2 on the albums chart. The single " We Belong ", released in October , a month prior to the
album release, became another top 10 hit in the US peaking at 5 and 7 in Australia. Keeping the approach of
being anywhere good music was happening, opportunities soon arose. Original: May 11, The International
Songwriting Competition ISC , widely recognized as the most prestigious and respected international
songwriting competition in the world, has today announced its winners. Produced by Keith Olsen , Crimes of
Passion remained on the US album charts for 93 weeks and in the top 10 for more than six months, eventually
becoming her first platinum certification by the RIAA. She has been married to her second husband, guitarist
Neil Giraldo , since As half of the acclaimed pop duo St. He is currently the Chairman of the Nashville
Songwriters Foundation and just finished his second year as a consultant in songwriting in the Belmont
University Songwriting Degree program, teaching a master class in lyric writing.

